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Friends and Lovers
Her shocking Tokyo revelation: She’s carrying his
heir! When innocent Hana Everly tumbled into the
arms of her billionaire boss, Antonio Delacruz, she
knew it would be for just one night. Then she
discovers she’s pregnant! Hana knows the life this
playboy leads. And it doesn’t include room for anyone
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else… Abandoned as a baby, Antonio decided early in
life he’d never become a father. So Hana’s bombshell,
delivered among the cherry blossoms of Tokyo,
seems impossible. But the undeniable proof awakens
in Antonio a ruthless need to secure what’s his…

Holt Physics
A fifteen-year-old boy who has spent his entire life
trying to avoid attention finds himself in the middle of
a millenia-old struggle between titanic forces when he
is simultaneously recruited by an exclusive prep
school and followed by sinister agents.

Biblical Seeds for Success
Jay Griffiths describes an extraordinary odyssey,
courageous and sometimes dangerous, to
wildernesses of earth and ice, water and fire. A poetic
consideration of the tender connection between
human society and wild lands, Wild is by turns funny,
touching and harrowing. It is also a journey into that
greatest of uncharted lands � wild mind � as
Griffiths explores the words and meanings which
shape our ideas and our experience of our own
wildness. Part travelogue, part manifesto, this is a oneof-a-kind book from a one-of-a-kind author.

The Greek's Surprise Christmas Bride
Bible-centered principles show how to have true and
lasting success in all areas of life. The text includes
wisdom for interpersonal relationships and conflict
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resolution. (Practical Life)

A Royal Bride at the Sheikh's Command
Teddy Fitzroy’s back for another zoo mystery—this
time it’s a koala caper—in this action-packed followup to Belly Up that School Library Journal called a
“whopper of a whodunit that delivers plenty of
suspects, action, slapstick, gross bodily functions, red
herrings, and animal trivia.” School troublemaker
Vance Jessup thinks Teddy Fitzroy’s home at
FunJungle, a state-of-the-art zoo and theme park, is
the perfect place for a cruel prank. Vance bullies
Teddy into his scheme, but the plan goes terribly
awry. Teddy sneaks into the koala exhibit to hide out
until the chaos dies down. But when the koala goes
missing, Teddy is the only person caught on camera
entering and exiting the exhibit. Teddy didn’t commit
the crime—but if he can’t find the real culprit, he’ll be
sent to juvie as a convicted koala-napper.

The Markonos Bride
The proposal he never expected to make… Life as a
single man suits Orlando Cassano just fine. He
believes in working hard and taking his pleasures
whenever he chooses. Until his affair with sassy CEO
Isobel Spicer ends in a very unexpected result!
Orlando may not have had a father figure growing up
but he will be a parent to his child. Yet getting
independent career woman Isobel down the aisle will
take more than his legendary skills of seduction. For
she demands the one thing he's never given anyone:
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that he confront his past if they are to have a future…

Hired: The Sheikh's Secretary Mistress
Sheikh Amir bin Faruq al Zorha lives in New York, but
the desert is where his heart lies. Now it's time for
him to marry…. Grace Brown, Amir's plain but
indispensable assistant, isn't exactly queen material.
No matter how tempted Amir is to take her innocence,
she's off-limits. Until he returns to his homeland,
where the barbarian prince replaces the
businessman—and resolves that Grace will be his!

Wild
Professor Lou Marinoff's first book drew on the
wisdom of the great philosophers to solve our
everyday problems, launching a movement that
restored philosophy to what it once was: useful in all
walks of life. Now, in The Big Questions, he takes the
concept to the next level, applying centuries of
philosophy and great literature to answer central
questions of modern existence. Urging us not to
accept victimhood as the by-product of modern life,
Professor Marinoff uses specific case studies from his
counseling practice to show how wisdom from the
great thinkers can help us define our own philosophy,
and thereby reclaim our sense of well-being. He asks
and answers questions that go to the heart of the
human condition: How do we know what is right? How
can we cope with change? Why can't we all get along?
And, most centrally, how can we use the centuries of
wisdom that have come before us to help us answer
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these questions and feel at ease in the world?
Accessible, entertaining, and profoundly useful, The
Big Questions mixes wisdom from the great thinkers
with specific case studies to illuminate how a shift in
perspective can truly be life changing. Lou Marinoff is
the author of the international hit Plato, Not Prozac!,
which has been published in twenty languages. A
professor of philosophy at the City College of New
York, Marinoff is also the founding president of the
American Philosophical Practitioners Association.
Praise for Plato, Not Prozac: 'What exactly is
philosophical practice? Marinoff calls it 'therapy for
the sane.' In a nutshell, it's using the 2,500-year-old
tradition of philosophy to solve everyday problems,
like work, relationship and family issues. It's a return
to what philosophy was meant to be - a guideline for a
way of life.'-Salon.Com 'Plato, Not Prozac! looks to
become the bible of the "philosophical counseling"
movement.' -Philadelphia Inquirer Magazine 'The
ancient think

A Terrible Love
To learn how to make movies, Ella becomes the
personal assistant of Italian movie producer Santo
Corretti. However, Santo’s fame isn’t limited to the
film industry. He’s also the son of a Sicilian noble, and
being the arrogant playboy that he is, he can’t help
trying to seduce Ella with his sweet smile. Ella has
sworn to never have a relationship with her boss.
However, when Santo summons her one morning,
she’s shocked to find him in distress. Unsure what
happened to his bottomless confidence, she can’t
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help but feel sorry for him—and consoles him with a
kiss.

Philosophy Made Simple
The island of Aristos holds bittersweet memories for
Louisa. Here she met and married gorgeous Greek
playboy Andreas Markonos and bore him a precious
son. But when tragedy struck, Louisa fled…. Now,
years later, Andreas can't believe that his runaway
wife has dared set foot on Aristos again—and that he
still desires her. Andreas will reclaim his wife with the
one thing they still have in common…intense physical
passion!

TO LOVE, HONOUR AND BETRAY
The tycoon’s demand: “You have to marry me first…”
Luis Casillas’s reputation needs restoring after a
scandalous business feud. Chloe Guillem will pay for
her part in it—by marrying him! He’ll keep her captive
on his Caribbean island until she agrees. Their
explosive chemistry can only sweeten the deal, but
Luis requires more than blackmail to make fiery Chloe
his bride… And he’s not above using seduction to
secure her surrender! Rings of Vengeance series Book
1 — Billionaire’s Bride for Revenge Book 2 — Marriage
Made in Blackmail “Smart’s story is an interesting and
well-written read with well-drawn and complex
characters.” —RT Book Reviews on Claiming His OneNight Baby “Colorful description, spot-on depiction of
emotions and a great storyline make this a mustread.” —RT Book Reviews on Helios Crowns His
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Mistress

Sirocco
"A deliciously dark bubblegum-gothic fairytale from a
stunning new Australian talent. He s gone the same
way as those little birds that bothered me with their
awful songs! And you will too, you and your horrible
heart-music, because you won t stay out of my
woods! There s a dead girl in a birdcage in the woods.
That s not unusual. Isola Wilde sees a lot of things
other people don t. But when the girl appears at Isola
s window, her every word a threat, Isola needs help.
Her real-life friends Grape, James and new boy Edgar
make her forget for a while. And her brother-princes
magical creatures seemingly lifted from the pages of
the French fairytales Isola idolises will protect her with
all the fierce love they possess. It may not be enough.
Isola needs to uncover the truth behind the dead girl s
demise . . . before the ghost steals Isola's last breath."

A LEGACY OF SECRETS
Petition for divorce…denied! Diana Taylor's marriage
to playboy Coburn Grant was short, passionate and
blazed brightly until the reality of their different
worlds set in. Now, years later, Coburn has finally
agreed to a divorce. Except one last pleasurable night
together seals their fate—with a baby! Diana knows
Coburn will never sign the papers now—he will have
his wife and child. And, whisked away to a tropical
island paradise, it's increasingly difficult to ignore
their primal hunger for each other. With his legacy
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growing inside her, can Diana deny the one man she
could never resist?

LOVE-SLAVE TO THE SHEIKH
Did you child just get hearing aids?Is your child
feeling self-conscience about their hearing
loss?Bessie Needs Hearing Aids" is a children's book
that will help children with hearing loss understand
the process, and that they are not alone. Written and
illustrated by a teenage girl who went through this
process, so it will resonate with children just learning
of hearing issues, or coping with wearing hearing
aids. The book received numerous accolades so it was
decided to make it available to all, in order to possibly
help other children with hearing loss.When a child
goes through the process of getting hearing aids, it is
scary for them and difficult for a parent to explain.
This is a story of Bessie, the bunny, who was so
excited to start school only to have the kids get
frustrated that she was not hearing them properly.
Bessie visits the audiologist and learns about hearing
aids and the happy results of getting hear aids.

One-Click Buy: November 2009 Harlequin
Presents
Stop the wedding! Dimitri Makarov's former secretary
is getting married, but instead of congratulating the
happy couple, the masterful oligarch plans to stop the
wedding… For he's just discovered that the blushing
bride is also mother to his secret son! Erin Turner
thought her luck was changing until Dimitri
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dispatches her convenient groom with his signature
ruthlessness. But in other ways the high-flying
businessman seems completely reformed from the
disreputable bad boy she once knew. The chilling
truth: whether it's business, billions or bedding
women, Dimitri doesn't do anything by halves; he's
not just here to claim his child, but Erin, as well!

Sicilian's Baby of Shame
Out of the frying pan, and into… Hannah Latimer,
beautifully enigmatic socialite, has left her glamorous
lifestyle behind to prove her worth by becoming an
aid worker. But when she's captured by an oppressive
regime, her only means of escape is powerful and
arrogant Prince Kamel of Surana. And the price?
Marriage! Forced to take Hannah as a bride to avoid
war with a neighboring kingdom, Kamel has little
patience with the pampered princess he's bound to,
but it's his duty, and that's something he can't ignore!
There's no love between them, but there must be
heirs. And there will be passion….

Love and Longing in Bombay
Written with authority and scholarship, this lively and
comprehensible text includes all the important recent
developments in philosophy.

Fairytales for Wilde Girls
Read this classic, passionate romance from USA
TODAY bestselling author Michelle Reid, now available
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for the first time in e-book! Forced to marry! When
Mia Frazier agrees to her father’s demand to marry
Greek millionaire Alexander Doumas, she knows both
men stand to gain from the deal—Alex will win back
his family’s island, and Mia’s father will get the
grandson and heir he so desperately longs for. But
what about Mia? She has her own reason for agreeing
to be Alex’s wife—which is not financial gain, as Alex
cynically believes. But how can the truth stay hidden,
when she shares such intense passion with her new
husband…and is now carrying his child? Originally
published in 1998

Billionaire Without a Past
Set in contemporary India, Love and Longing in
Bombay confirms Vikram Chandra as one of today's
most exciting young writers. In five haunting tales he
paints a remarkable picture of Bombay - its ghosts, its
passions, its feuds, its mysteries - while exploring
timeless questions of the human spirit. 'When
Midnight's Children first arrived on the scene, it
became necessary to revaluate stories from and
about India. With Vikram Chandra's collection - his
second book - it is time to take stock again . . .
Breathtaking.' Observer

The Heartbreaker Prince
When one night isn't enough Nikolai Eristov lives by
one rule: never look back. The inscrutable tycoon has
buried his past so deep that, to the outside world, the
only thing driving him is his personal chauffeur. Until
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Nikolai meets elegant ballet dancer Rachel Cary at a
wedding Behind her practiced smile and innate
sensuality, he glimpses a woman running from
shadows as dark as his own. One electric night
together leads Nikolai to promise Rachel two weeks of
exquisite pleasure. Except for the first time, this
indomitable billionaire lied. Because two weeks isn't
nearly enough!

The Italian's Pregnant Prisoner
A runaway princess… It should have been easy. Karim
al Khalifa, crown prince of Mazarkhad, had one
task—retrieve rebellious princess Clementina
Saveneski from her hideout in England and return her
home to be wed…to another man. His to find, or his to
keep? It is not for Karim to notice her alluring scent,
those seductive curves, the enticing glances she
sends his way. No, his family's honor, and his own,
require Clementina to be delivered—pure and
untouched—to her unwanted bridegroom. And he
must resist all temptation to keep her for himself!

Her Sicilian Baby Revelation
Rachel Fleming wished she had never stopped to help
the stranger in distress. But it was too late now. The
tables had turned. Alexis Roche was no helpless
victim. He was a seasoned hunter committed to the
chase. He found out Rachel's name, address, even
where she worked and set out to systematically
change her whole life. First he toyed with her
engagement, and then he closed in on he
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dangerously frazzled emotions. Rachel's mind bid her
to run…but her heart was tiring from the chase.

Early American Architecture
Four good friends--Leonard, Debra, Tyrel, and
Shelby--are about to experience a major upheaval in
their relationship with one another. Reprint.

Reunited for the Billionaire's Legacy:
Christmas at the Castello (Bonus
Novella)
Married for revenge… But is she the key to the
Spaniard’s redemption? Seeking vengeance,
billionaire Gabriel isn’t above stealing his rival’s
fiancée for himself! His plan seems complete when, to
support her struggling mother, sweet, penniless
Leonora agrees to his ruthless proposal. But at his
luxury villa, he’s blindsided by their powerful
attraction—and her innocence! Gabriel only offers
passion, but behind his arrogant pride, Leonora
discovers his loyalty matches her own. She sees the
honorable man Gabriel could be, if he’s prepared to
give her more than just pleasure…

Redeemed by His Stolen Bride
Their passion: unrivaled Her revelation: unforgettable!
Orla O’Reilly knew the father of her precious threeyear-old son must be out there somewhere. But after
a car accident left her with amnesia, she’s unable to
recall his name. Until Tonino arrives at her sister’s
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wedding, and suddenly it comes flooding back. Their
connection…and his betrayal… Billionaire Tonino is
astounded by Orla’s return. The memory of their short
but intense affair has never left him. But convincing
Orla that he has the right to his child—and her
heart—will be far from easy…

Marriage Made in Blackmail
Summoned for the sheikh's convenience… The line of
succession in Niroli seems dead…until a desert prince
makes his claim… Sheikh Kadir: ruler of an Eastern
kingdom, but also the last heir to Niroli's throne. Kadir
must find himself a queen! Natalia Carini loves Niroli.
To her, the new ruler is an invader, and now he's
demanding her, as his bride! Yet to be bedded by a
barbarian excites her more than she's ever known….

Her Boss's One-Night Baby
Seduced… When hotel chambermaid Sophie delivers
room service to Sicily's most dark-hearted tycoon,
Bastiano Conti, his raw sexuality tempts her to take
the ultimate risk—surrendering her untouched body
to his! Shamed… Bastiano's ruthlessness is renowned,
but even his conscience flickers when Sophie is fired
for their indiscretion—the memories of which are
branded onto his very soul—and disappears.
Pregnant! Bastiano finds Sophie working in a
bar—disgraced, destitute and pregnant! Rejected by
his own family, Bastiano is determined to claim his
child…by seducing defiant Sophie into wearing his
ring!
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Ravelli's Defiant Bride
Who says a vamp can't have it all? Darcy Newhart
thought it was a stroke of genius—the first–ever
reality TV show where mortals vie with vampires for
the title of The Sexiest Man on Earth. As the show's
director, Darcy's career would be on track again. And
she can finally have a life apart from the vampire
harem. Okay, so she's still technically dead, but two
out of three's not bad. Now she just has to make sure
that a mortal doesn't win. If only she wasn't so
distracted by a super–sexy and live contestant named
Austin But Darcy doesn't know the worst of it. Austin
Erickson is actually a vampire slayer! And he's got his
eye on the show's leggy blond director. Only problem
is, he's never wanted any woman—living or dead—as
badly. But if he wins her heart, will he lose his soul?
And if it means an eternity of hot, passionate loving
with Darcy, does that really matter anyway?

Bessie Needs Hearing Aids
Callie, a secretary in New York, spent three years
pining after her boss, CEO Eduardo. She has always
seen him as a capable and overwhelmingly charming
man, but she also knows that he is a workaholic and a
playboy. One Christmas Eve, she spends the night
with him, but the next morning, he drives her out of
bed, calling her a liar. When Callie finds out that she’s
pregnant, she is left with little choice but to marry an
old friend of hers. The day of the wedding, however,
as Callie stands in her secondhand dress awaiting her
fianc?’s arrival, Eduardo comes along and takes her
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away by force, declaring that she will be his wife for
the next three months!

The Big Questions
All the billionaire wants for Christmas is…a wife!
Greek tycoon Leo is a businessman, not a family man.
Yet becoming guardian to his orphaned nieces and
nephews leads him to make the ultimate
sacrifice—finding a wife! And kindhearted Letty is the
perfect bride for the job. Letty can’t let her family fall
into financial ruin. A convenient Christmas wedding
with Leo is the ideal solution! Until their paper-only
arrangement is scorched…by the heat of their
unanticipated passion! Which awakens innocent Letty
to the inescapable truth: she wants more from Leo
than she signed up for…

The Shock Cassano Baby
His unexpected wife! Cristo Ravelli paces the floor of
his father's Irish country estate, ruing the day he
heard the Brophy name. That his father died and left
a brood of illegitimate children is hardly surprising,
but to silence this scandal Cristo must bring their
guardian, the enchanting Belle, in line with his plans!
Belle Brophy's only concern is her half siblings. She'll
do anything to provide them with the security she
never had. So when this gorgeous Italian offers
marriage, she won't say no. But once the ring is on
her finger Belle quickly discovers there's more to a
marriage than saying "I do"!
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A Question of Honour
Poached
Strong-willed Samantha has led a life without love.
Even when she follows her friend’s advice to make
herself more feminine, she still has no idea how to get
a man. When she meets her boss, a playboy sheikh
named Bandar, he finds her conceited, yet he is
completely taken in by her beauty at first sight…
Perhaps he could be the one to teach her how to
love…

Vagrant
Read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling
author Lynne Graham, now available for the first time
in e-book! Race to the altar—Maxie, Darcy and Polly
are The HUSBAND Hunters! The terms of the will:
Maxie, Darcy and Polly have each been left a share of
their godmother’s estate—if they marry within a year
and remain married for six months… The hunter: Polly
became a surrogate mother to pay for her mother’s
life-saving operation. Now she’s discovered her
pregnancy was fathered by handsome Venezuelan
businessman Raul Zaforteza… The husband? Raul will
do anything to keep his baby—he’ll even marry Polly.
But will she give in to the desire that burns between
them to make this marriage more than in name only?
Originally published in 1998

The Sheikh's Pregnant Prisoner
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Vamps and the City
"You're not going anywhere, not until you give birth to
my child." For Zafir Al Masood, the new sheikh of
Behraat, abandoning fiery New Yorker Lauren Hamby
was the hardest thing he had ever done. Bound by a
life of honor, his sizzling whirlwind affair with Lauren
was the only freedom Zafir had ever indulged in. But
when he finds out that Lauren is carrying his child and
intending to keep it a secret, Zafir imprisons his feisty
fling in his palace. Unlike him, his baby will not be the
illegitimate heir of a sheikh. And to ensure this, Zafir
will make Lauren his wife…!

The Price of a Bride
One convenient download. One bargain price. Get all
November 2009 Harlequin Presents with one click!
What are we thankful for this year? Getting even
more of our favorite passionate, powerful series books
Harlequin Presents, of course! Stock up with eight
amazing books for one great price with the November
2009 Harlequin Presents Bundle. Bundle includes: The
Greek Billionaire's Innocent Princess by Chantelle
Shaw, The Billionaire's Bride of Innocence by Miranda
Lee, Raffaele: Taming His Tempestuous Virgin by
Sandra Marton, Desert Prince, Blackmailed Bride by
Kim Lawrence, One-Night MistressConvenient Wife by
Anne McAllister, The Diakos Baby Scandal by Natalie
Rivers, Playboy Boss, Live-In Mistress by Kelly Hunter
and Getting Red-Hot with the Rogue by Ally Blake.
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Contract Baby
In this electrifying New York Times ebook and USA
Today bestseller from rising star of dark and sizzling
new adult novels Marata Eros, a former ballerina
struggles to hide her painful past—only to discover
she’s not the only one with secrets. "We’re terrible
together. . . ." Jess Mackey’s whole life is a
meticulously fabricated lie. She escaped the violent
tragedy of her past and is forging ahead with a clean
slate far removed from her powerful political family
and its dark secrets. But Jess can’t ignore her
passions—not her love for ballet, nor her tumultuous
desire for the unexpected lover who threatens to
jeopardize her carefully constructed identity. Love
does no harm. . . . Devin Castile is all sex-and-hotness
wrapped up in a dangerous package. Jess worked
hard to leave danger behind. But she wants Cas as
much as the girl she once was longs to be free.
Convinced they can keep their messy emotions at
bay, Jess and Cas indulge their wildest fantasies. But
soon Jess’s lies begin to crumble, and the lovers
discover that freedom comes with a deadly price.

Claimed for Makarov's Baby: Christmas
at the Castello (Bonus Novella)
Pregnant…and at his mercy! Charlotte Adair spent her
life locked away in a tower. Her father’s death frees
her to find the one man she’s ever loved…only to
discover billionaire Rafe Costa is now blind, believes
she betrayed him and is bent on a vengeful
seduction! Rafe is shocked to realize that Charlotte is
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a virgin, but weeks after their scorching encounter, he
learns she’s pregnant—with twins! To claim his heirs,
Rafe steals Charlotte away to his castle, but she is far
from a biddable prisoner. She is irresistible, defiant,
and Rafe must seduce her into compliance!

The Paladin Prophecy
Comprehensive survey of domestic and public
architecture ranges from primitive cabins to Greek
Revival mansions of the early 1800s. Nearly 500
illustrations. "Entertaining, vigorous, and clearly
written." ? The New York Times.
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